Wireless Fire Alarm Systems
that do more than just raise the alarm.

Ceasefire Wireless Pro System

The First Sign of Fire

Smoke is the first clear indicator of a fire. When
a fire strikes at the lower levels of a building,
the upper floors and escape routes can become
contaminated with smoke very quickly, usually
in less time than it takes to evacuate the building.
The sooner the source of smoke is detected,
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Ceasefire’s state-of-the-art wireless photoelectric
and standalone smoke detection systems give
you the critical time window required for effective
firefighting and safe evacuation, preventing
extensive damage to your property and saving
precious lives.
And then they go beyond.

Wireless Fire Alarm Systems go Pro
Wireless Control Panel
Ceasefire introduces Pro Wireless, a wireless
fire alarm system designed to take detection to
a whole new level. The system is governed by
the Pro Control Panel, a panel fully capable of
automatically collecting data from the various
sensors. The very instant a fire is detected, the
detectors wirelessly talk to the Pro Panel, which
in turn triggers a response, raising the alarm and
displaying the exact location of the threat on the
LCD screen.

wireless camera both before and after the time
the system is triggered. It even gives you full
access, allowing you to log on from any remote
server, no matter where you are, to check on
your premises and program the system.
It’s this Pro Panel that makes the Ceasefire Pro
Wireless Fire Alarm System the most hi-tech
system in the world.

Then, it takes a technological leap. The Pro Panel
allows a 24x7 connection with strategically
placed wireless cameras that capture every
moment. These cameras become your eyes on
the scene, letting you stay connected with the
goings-on on your premises. When a threat is
detected, the Pro Panel’s SecureSoft software
instantly dispatches an SMS, an email, and an
MMS to you, with footage captured from the

30 zones (28 wireless + 2 wired zones)

Up to two Wireless Sirens

Each protected zone is identified by
number and by name

Backlit keypad
Real-time clock with 100 Event Log

16-character Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

2-way voice communication

Access from any remote server in
the world

Diagnostic test
Signal range of up to 100 metres
(standard test conditions)

85dB alarm

Real-time clock

Internal GSM dialer

Reporting via SMS, MMS and email
Battery supervision

Built in Powerlink
EN, CE
UL

EN & CE certified and UL listed

Wi-Fi Camera
The Ceasefire Pro Wireless Systems Wi-Fi
Cameras stay on guard 24x7, giving you constant
remote access to your premises. Its flexible
mounting allows for installation wherever
required. Featuring high-quality image resolution
and focus lens capabilities, they keep an eye on
all entries and exits and stand alert, ready to
record the first signs of danger, ensuring a link
between you and your premises at all times.
Aesthetically pleasing, sports a modern,
stylish look

Easy setup and installation with an auto
configuration feature

Wi-Fi connectivity promotes ultimate
placement freedom

All mounting hardware for table top,
wall or ceiling mounting included

High-quality, 320x240 image resolution

Powered by AC wall outlet

Focus lens capability from 20 cms
to infinity

Built to Ceasefire’s high standards,
which are in compliance with international
quality standards

Ceasefire Wireless Siren
The Wireless Siren is a device which sounds
a 98dB alarm (away from the Control Panel
which has an in-built alarm). It gives you the
option of having sound alerts at more than one
location, covering a larger area and also affecting
a louder alarm. Up to 2 Sirens can be attached
to one Control Panel.

Fully wireless

Rechargeable battery pack

Easy-to-install

Optional strobe light feature when alarm
is activated

Double plastic cover for extra protection
against the elements

Triple tamper protection, with three
hidden switches

Extremely loud 98dB alarm
Conforms to EN standards

Ceasefire Smoke Detector

The Ceasefire Smoke Detector is a fully
supervised wireless photoelectric smoke
detector that is compatible with the Pro Wireless
Panel. Designed for a wide range of residential
and commercial applications, this detector is
easily installed and has a streamlined design.
Wireless Smoke Detectors are designed to
detect smoke produced by a fire. Based on
photoelectric technology, they’re sensitive to the
accumulation of dirt on the sensor and in

response to such an occurrence, a maintenance
event is generated, indicating sensor problems.
This self-diagnostic capability significantly
enhances detector reliability, ensuring it can alert
the Control Panel as soon as it detects even the
tiniest trace of smoke.

Long battery life

Ceiling mounted

Loud (85db) alarm sound at 3m (10ft)

Ultra sensitive photoelectric device senses
smoke in the 0.33 micron range

Sound and transmitted alerts (smoke,
tamper, low battery)
Audio and visual sensitivity degradation
indicators notify when the sensor needs to
be cleaned
Back tamper

Audible maintenance warning
EN14604
EN54-5

Fully certified by the most strict and
demanding international standards such
as EN14604, EN54-5 for safety products
in Europe

Ceasefire Wireless Repeater
The Wireless Repeater is designed to relay digital
data between wireless PowerCode transmitters
and a target PowerCode receiver. Repeater links
are required when the target receiver is beyond
the range of at least some of the wireless
transmitters and is therefore incapable of
receiving transmissions directly.
If the distance between the transmitters and the
target receiver is too large to be covered with
one repeater, several auxiliary repeaters may
be added along the communication path.
This way, a multi-level network is created. Up to
16 auxiliary repeaters can be positioned between
the farthest group of transmitters and the
target receiver. A receiver module, a transmitter
module and a controller motherboard are the
building blocks of the Repeater.

16x

Extends communication range between
a PowerCode receiver and transmitter

PowerCode ID factory-selected from
16 million possible combinations

Supports PowerCode wireless panels
and receivers

Smart anti-collision mechanism supports
multiple simultaneous transmissions

Up to 16 repeaters can be used in
a system

9V nickel cadmium rechargeable
backup battery

Conforms to CE standards

Compact and easily installed

SecureSoft
Ceasefire Pro Wireless System’s software,
SecureSoft is your window into your premises
when an alert is sounded. Once the Control Panel
has activated the central server and you have
been alerted by SMS, MMS and email, you can
log on using your protected password and view
live footage of your home. In short, geography no
longer separates you from your premises. All you
need to stay connected is the Internet.
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